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Reconstruction of the temperatures inside
the furnace from the projection
temperature
Abstract
We propose a method for solving the problem which was
proposed by the researchers from Zhe Jiang University
The " project temperature" is an average value along the project beam
which is not only related to temperature distribution but also related
to radiance distribution of the flame. It is known that the "project
temperature" can reflect the combustion situation inside the furnace.
We use ordinary array CCD, whose response range is the same as the
wavelength range of visible light, as the detectors. Suppose that we
can ignore the influence of gas element at infrared region and the scat-
ter effect of pulverized coal for size of coal granule is quite small. In
this case, for one ray-l(Iine), the radiant ion transfer equation (YuKun
Qing 1981) can be written as:
dh r(S) ,ds = -K>.(s)h.,r(s) + K>.(S)h.,br(S) (1)
where K>.(s) is the radiation absorption coefficient at position s,
h.,r (s) is the radiation intensity at position sand I>.,br(s) is the radia-
tion intensity of blackbody which is corresponding to the temperature
at position 8 and can be calculated by Planck radiation theory.
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where Se is the length between the starting point and the end
point.
Problem: Suppose that, for several line lj, j = 1,2,··· ,N, Jr,w
and Jr,e are given, find the radiation absorption coefficients K).,(s)
and the radiation intensity h,r (s).
The method, which is used by the engineers, is as follows:
1. Diving the domain into G = M * N small rectangles and
assuming that, at each rectangle, K and J are constants Kj and T;.
2. Solving the differential equation (1) with the initial condition
3. By the condition (3), getting a nonlinear equations and solv-
ing these equations by optimization method.
12 The method we suggest
We can solve this problem by two steps:
Step 1: We denote
p(s) = -K).,(s)h,r(s) + K).,(S)I>-"br(S).
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Integrating the equation (1) and applying the boundary condi-
tions (2), (3), we have
1pds = Ir,e,lj - Ir,w,lj = Mj, j = 1,2,··· ,N (5)I j
where we add lj in the subscript to declare the it's relation with the
line lj.
Then we can solve the following computerized tomography prob-
lem first:
Reconstruct p(s) from Mj•
There are references on this topic. We just refer to [1].
Step 2: By the equation (1) and initial condition (2), we have
I)..,r(s) = Ir,w + is p(s)ds
, p( s)
}\)" (s) = fS'
I)..,br - Ir,w - Jo p(s)ds
1. We divide the problem into two problems. One is a comput-
erized tomography problem which is ill-posed and another is a
very simple problem for which we only need to do some elemen-
tary calculus.
2. The ill-posedness of the original problem comes from the first
problem -CT problem. Since there are so many works on this
topic. We can know that the ill-posedness of the original prob-
lem is the same as CT problem which is not so strong. This
means that it is possible to get the stable numerical solution.
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3. Since the second problem is a simple, I think, from the analysis
of the first problem, we can suggest the engineers whether we
need to add more CDD cameras or not.
We hope that the way we suggested can work well and we are waiting
for the numerical simulation results.
[1] F. Natterer, Numerical methods in tomography. Acta numerica
8 (1999), 107-141,
